
My Name is Réka
Hi, I'm Réka, a 15-year-old world traveler who is dedicated to 

the pursuit of exploration and learning from the places, people, 

cultures, languages and histories that make up our collective 

story as humankind. As a storyteller, my narratives seek to 

encourage people to take their own journey of discovery. Over 

the last four years my family and I have created a very personal 

dialogue with a highly engaged community of adventurers, 

many of whom as a direct result of our interactions, take their 

own journeys of exploration, learning and discovery in the 

world.   

A Community of Adventurers

Dreamtime Traveler is a gathering point for generating engaged groups of like-minded, active explorers, 

from families to couples and singles who regularly travel the world. We know this because we have a 

personal relationship with our audience, one that goes far beyond merely having hundreds of thousands of 

followers on social media channels that like a post, without engaging. We have developed an authentic 

relationship with our community members, many of whom are either actively engaged in or seriously 

considering a change of life travel experience that involves long-term and adventure travel. 

We see this in groups such as families who decide they can have it all by taking their children out of 

school and traveling the world for a year, all of whom have high disposable incomes and regularly spend 

twice to four times the average travel spend. . We also see this with couples and younger single travelers 

traveling the world for the first time. 

Dreamtime Traveler has become a point of inspiration for these journeys and this is in part due to the 

deeply engaging, authentic human stories, which carry a believable and heartfelt narrative that take people 

on their own journey . It transcends the simplified and cynical obvious advertising pieces that readers are 

aware of and turning away from. It creates a different strategy... one of sharing the experience through 

story. This has resulted in many of our partners expressing a deep desire to continue a long term 

relationship with directly attributable bookings and new business from this blog and its stories.

Dreamtime Traveler - Teenage Life Schooler Traveling the World

A journey of exploration, adventure, learning & discovery - through the dreamtime



What my readers think
"What a brilliant story! I loved your account of this place. It makes me want to jump out of 
my seat and onto the pages of your blog right into the heart of the desert to experience it 
all. Thanks for sharing this. It has inspired me to want to go out there and visit the places 
of my dreams. Keep up the great work!."

Sophie, UK

Engaged  Community

Reader Gender & 

Demo
Reader Age Reader

Location

Reader Travel 

Spend

Female  72%

Male      28%

Families  47%

Couples  28%  

Singles    22%

32% 25-34

28% 35-44

21%  18-24

12% 45-54

8%  55-64

2% 65+

25% United States

15% Australia

14% UK

23% Rest of Europe

13%  Canada

7% Asia  

3% Latin America

Families  $10k+

Couples  $5k-$7k 

Singles    $1k-$3k



Monthly page 

views

Working Together

As a family, we are committed to responsible, 

sustainable and inspirational travel experiences, 

where learning, openness and understanding of the 

people, places, cultures, histories and languages 

are at the essence of the travel experience.

We seek to work with the companies, tourism 

bureaus, travel destinations, historical locations, 

groups and people who hold these values to be 

true. 

We have a well developed, close community of 

travelers who regularly engage in conversation with 

us and as such we have developed a high level of 

trust, credibility and engagement. 

Please contact us at reka (at) dreamtimteraveler 

(dot) com or call me on +61 4857-13205  to 

commence a dialogue of the possibilities and 

opportunities for collaboration and partnership. 

Connect

Dreamtime Traveler

dreamtimetraveler

DreamtimeBlog

Réka Kaponay

www.dreamtimetraveler.com

15,000+

Unique monthly 

readers

37,000+ 2600+ 1500+ 1600+

 Aug 2016



Media Coverage

What our partners say
"That was by far the best blog I’ve ever read. Not just of Trees Adventure, I mean, of any blog I’ve 
read! What you did say about Trees Adventure really encapsulated every emotion someone feels, and in 
the moments they pause to take everything in between the concentration - loved it!
I can see your novel would will be an amazing read!
Can’t wait to have you guys back!!"

Rebecca Williams, Marketing Manager, Trees Adventure, AUSTRALIA

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3106971/Meet-teenager-left-ordinary-life-three-years-ago-age-10-embark-endless-trip-world-no-intentions-coming-home-time-soon.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/05/22/reka-kaponay-travel_n_7416226.html?utm_hp_ref=canada-parents&ncid=fcbklnkushpmg00000063
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/may/12/i-go-to-school-but-it-doesnt-have-four-walls-my-school-is-the-world
http://designtaxi.com/news/376027/Wisdom-From-A-13-Year-Old-Girl-Who-Travels-The-World/
https://au.tv.yahoo.com/sunrise/video/watch/28478231/global-classroom/#page1
http://www.blazeweek.com/aussie-girl-reka-kaponay-began-an-endless-trip-around-the-world-three-years-ago/
http://hangtar.radio.hu/share-1-20160304_154220#!#2016-03-04
http://www.3cr.org.au/publishedornot/episode-201603311130/reka-kaponay
https://youtu.be/LR8UOAJ9xtg
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